A similarity-based method for prediction of drug side effects with heterogeneous information.
Drugs can produce intended therapeutic effects to treat different diseases. However, they may also cause side effects at the same time. For an approved drug, it is best to detect all side effects it can produce. Otherwise, it may bring great risks for pharmaceuticals companies as well as be harmful to human body. It is urgent to design quick and reliable identification methods to detect the side effects for a given drug. In this study, a binary classification model was proposed to predict drug side effects. Different from most previous methods, our model termed the pair of drug and side effect as a sample and convert the original problem to a binary classification problem. Based on the similarity idea, each pair was represented by five features, each of which was derived from a type of drug property. The strong machine learning algorithm, random forest, was adopted as the prediction engine. The ten-fold cross-validation on five datasets with different negative samples indicated that the proposed model yielded a good performance of Matthews correlation coefficient around 0.550 and AUC around 0.8492. In addition, we also analyzed the contribution of each drug property for construction of the model. The results indicated that drug similarity in fingerprint was most related to the prediction of drug side effects and all drug properties gave less or more contributions.